ACTION ALBERTA

Imagine, if you will...

A world where people believe that the temperature of the planet can be controlled by giving more money to the government

Follow me @ConservativeThot

HELLO ALL:
FORMER TIDES VP SARAH GOODMAN PROMOTED TO SENIOR CLIMATE POLICY DIRECTOR UNDER TRUDEAU

Former Tides Canada Vice President Sarah Goodman has just been promoted to Director of Policy in the Prime Minister's office. We all recall that Tides Canada was a promoter of "The Tarsands Campaign", the foreign funded attack on Alberta's oilsands and energy business generally. The goal of that campaign was and continues to be to landlock Alberta's oil and gas. Click here

Goodman has worked in various positions in the Prime Minister's Office since 2017. Her previous experience was as the founder and CEO of Treetop Strategy, and before that, the Senior Vice President of Business Development and Strategy for Tides Canada.

And Goodman isn't the only activist shoehorned into a position of power by Justin Trudeau. Minister of Canadian Heritage Steven Guilbeault's organization Equiterre had received well over $100,000 from the Tides Foundation. Guilbeault, who once worked for Greenpeace, joined the Liberals' Climate Advisory Panel as a “climate leader” co-chair in 2018 before being recruited by the Liberals as a candidate. In his position as Minister, Guilbeault is responsible for the CBC.

Currently, the Tides Foundation is using their war chest to help fund the anti-GasLink Office of the Wet'suwet'en.

(By Sheila Gunn Reid - The Rebel) Click here

QUEBEC'S 'ECO-SOCIALIST' GREEN LEADER WILL RUN TO REPLACE ELIZABETH MAY

This is an example of what Alberta and Canada can look forward to and the total disaster it will cause!

Alex Tyrrell, the leader of the Quebec Greens, says he will run to succeed Elizabeth May as leader of the federal Green party, arguing it is time for a sharp shift to the political left under an “eco-socialist” platform.
At 31, Tyrrell says he can revive the national Green movement by attracting young people who are alarmed by the climate crisis. He is promising an aggressive “10-year mobilization” to eliminate the use of fossil fuels in Canada and shut down Alberta’s oilsands within the first mandate of a Green government. He would raise taxes on corporations and the rich, increase the federal carbon price, create a new levy on all financial transactions, pour “hundreds of billions” of dollars into clean energy projects, and guarantee new jobs for people out of work due to the state-enforced abandonment of fossil fuel industries.

In doing so, Tyrrell says he would abandon the Green party’s long-standing commitment to fiscal conservatism, arguing that economic debt is less serious than the environmental damage of failing to confront climate change.

(By Alex Ballingall - Toronto Star) Click here

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: Good morning Albertans. We had better pay attention. Not only is the Trudeau government out to destroy Alberta’s economy, Mark Carney has become the voice of the UN’s climate scam with his promotion of the ESG movement (ethical investing, sustainable and green financing). This quite simply means that Carney is taking on a role with the United Nations that will intimidate banks and the larger investment community to STOP investing in energy development with Alberta its primary target.

2. From a Reader: THANK GOD for reader(s) #4 and #5 (in Action Alberta newsletter #93)! Over the past few years, I thought of myself as being overly paranoid about Quebec and what it has been allowed to do to this country. It is fact, every fault in our national makeup can be laid squarely on French Canada’s doorstep. Every institution has been marginalized: i.e., military, RCMP, the artificial need (and cost!) for a regional and minority language, etc., etc. Quebecois mentality does not include doing anything first class. Example: The Montreal Police have the lowest solve rate in North America. The harbinger of this national disaster was Lester B. Pearson. His importation of “the three wisemen” (Trudeau, Marchand and Lalonde) to answer the burning question at the time, ”What does Quebec want”? His acquiescence to these hoodlums was just the beginning. In 1965, the flag was the first to go. It
was deemed “too English”. The known communist, Pierre Trudeau was then elected by a moronic electorate in 1968. At that point, the country was finished. The purge of anything English and the implementation of second class standards had begun. It pains me to think of western separation but I completely understand it. Wouldn’t it be totally fantastic to see Quebec going out the door but leaving the $13.5 billion in transfer payments behind? Oh happy day!

3. From a Reader: Climate Change explained!! Very funny and so true! Click here

4. From a Reader: As we exit this recent cold spell, I would like to take a moment to say thank you to everyone in the oil-sands, the traditional oil industry, natural gas producers, pipeline workers and everyone else providing us with an immediate supply of energy which is keeping us all warm and alive. I apologize to those who find this offensive, but I can’t wait for the sun to shine or the wind to blow. In all honesty, I’m looking forward to some climate change. It’s been an exhausting week.

5. From a Reader: So, during the recent deep freeze, I had the heat cranked up trying to ward off the chills and I started to wonder what my natural gas bill was going to look like with Justin’s new carbon tax added on. So I turned down the thermostat, put on a sweater hoping I’d save a few shekels and actually gave myself a pat on the back for doing a tiny tiny part in saving the planet. Anyway, I started doing my honey-do list, which at this time of year involves finding my income tax paperwork. Then I had a eureka moment! Why was I concerned about saving dollars on carbon taxes? Justin has promised to give me back 90% of everything I pay in, so I tossed the sweater and cranked up the heat. Makes me wonder though. How does this carbon tax, drinking-box water-bottle thingy supposed to make me change my ways and stop climate change if I’m getting back 90 cents on every dollar of carbon tax?

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. AUTONOMY AND SEPARATION TAKE SPOTLIGHT AT VALUE OF ALBERTA CONFERENCE Click here
2. TRUDEAU GOVERNMENT HAS PUSHED FEDERAL SPENDING TO THE HIGHEST LEVEL IN CANADIAN HISTORY: Click here

3. BRIAN JEAN: WITH CANADA AT RISK, TRUDEAU AND KENNEY ARE BOTH GETTING IT WRONG: Click here

4. REX MURPHY: WE'RE FREEZING! ISN'T IT GREAT! THE CARBON TAX MUST BE WORKING! Click here

5. DAVID YAGER: REPEAT AFTER ME - CANADA IS UNINHABITABLE WITHOUT FOSSIL FUELS! Click here

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta by our Federal Government. Alberta's energy sector is the most important driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair, inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com

Rick Shannon
Calgary, Alberta
Neil Bowker
Edmonton, Alberta

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.